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Appendix 2 

Policy and Planning Guidelines (the Guidelines) for Development of 
Wind Energy Facilities in Victoria 

I. Introduction 

Overall the Noise Guidelines in both the 2009 and the 2012 versions of the 
Guidelines are poorly informed, incomplete and actually incompetent for their 
purpose.  The severity and breadth of the damage caused by these unfair, technically 
outdated and incompetent Noise Guidelines is a disgrace to a civilized democratic 
society; and a unilateral abrogation of a range of the human rights of one section of 
the community. In summary the Guidelines are: 

 a “gift” (see below) to the developers in that they are effectively a licence to 
damage neighbouring families, thereby allowing developers to locate projects in 
relatively closely settled areas close to power and other infrastructure and so 
maximise profits; 

 clumsily drafted and verge on the indecipherable in the definition of the 
requirement for an assessment of the noise impact; 

 incomplete as they do not recognise, nor seek to control, nor require prediction 
and management of Infrasound and Low Frequency Sound (ILFN), the highly 
dangerous frequencies to human health; 

 not required to measure sound inside houses and thereby ignore the direct 
connector to sleep disturbance and deprivation, a major health problem in itself 
but also a certain cause of other health problems; 

 do not effectively require an assessment of the impact on humans inside their 
dwellings; 

 not informative to neighbours, planning panels or Responsible Authorities 
(RAs). 

Developers embrace the existing noise guidelines because they are very favourable 
to the industry (but coincidentally at extraordinary expense to landholders).  They 
fear any prudent rebalancing or enforcement of safety requirements will drastically 
interfere with their profits. 

II. The Extraordinary Gift Made through the Lax Guidelines to Developers 

This industry enjoys massive subsidies for the intermittent, unreliable and, to the 
power grid, very low value power it produces.  The subsidies are met by power 
consumers.  Surely that is more than enough for an industry of self claimed, but 
unproven benefit, to the community? 

Apparently not.  This industry is also granted, by the incompetent and unenforced 
planning framework and guidelines, special exemption, equal only to that enjoyed by 
the arms industry, to produce, sell and operate their industrial equipment without 
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first proving beyond all doubt that their equipment and operations are safe.  They 
are also handed by the Guidelines a largely unfettered right to exppropriate the 
amenity and value of rural residents’ houses and properties. 

This needs fixing and quickly before the public rounds upon politicians and 
bureaucrats deemed responsible. 

III. Relevant Guidelines for Noise 

The Noise sections of the Guidelines acknowledge the seniority of matters raised in 
the State Planning Policy Framework (SPPF). 

Paragraph 5.1.1 repeats the directions of the SPPF but adds a clear statement  of the 
responsibility of the RA. 

“Responsible authorities must assess the impact of a wind energy facility on 
landscape values, flora and fauna, human well being and amenity in a systematic 
manner”. 

Paragraph 5.1.2(a). proceeds to declare 

“A wind energy facility should comply with the noise limits recommended for 
dwellings and other noise sensitive locations in the New Zealand Standard 
NZS6808:2010.” 

Now this can only be interpreted as a minimum requirement.  Meeting that standard 
cannot absolve a developer from analysing and submitting a thorough noise impact 
assessment of the effect of its proposal on human wellbeing and amenity; being 
liable if that assessment is materially wrong and if the project, once operating, 
causes a noise nuisance. 

Applying the NZ noise standard (both the 2009 and 2010 versions) defines a 
presumably protective (audible) noise level of 40dB(A) outside homes  This noise 
level is too far above the rural night time background levels and thereby dangerous 
to, and unsafe for, project neighbours.   

The NZ standards also ignores ILFN and do not differentiate between noise outside 
and inside dwellings. 

Observation of the intensity and extent of the health damage across Victoria makes 
it clear to any independent observer that the application of this specific guideline has 
been the principal cause of the major problem with wind projects. 

The Fundamental Faults of the New Zealand Noise Standards are that: 

 the 2009 version effectively takes no account of low background noise, although 
in the 2010 version if a dwelling is deemed to be in a very quiet location, then a 
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5dB(A) allowance can be declared, bringing the maximum allowable noise level 
down to 35dB(A); 

 it still does not recognise or set limits for infrasound and low frequency sound 
which include frequencies known to be harmful to humans and clearly identified 
inside “sick” houses around wind energy projects; 

 sleep disturbance and deprivation are major health problems in “sick” houses, 
but the standard does not specify noise limits inside houses, only outside; 
whereas people are accustomed to sleep inside; 

 it is difficult and time consuming to measure background noise over a range of 
locations and wind and atmospheric conditions; 

 it in no way ensures that noise impacts on neighbours are not harmful; in fact 
they are so inadequate that when applied they effectively guarantee that 
substantial damage will be caused; 

 it is quite easy to manipulate compliance. 

IV. The Catastrophic Ambivalence of Paragraph 4.2.2 

In paragraph 4.2.2 of the Guidelines the developer is required to produce “an 
assessment of the noise impact (for the purpose of clarity this is called a Noise 
Impact Assessment or a NIA) of the proposal prepared in accordance with the New 
Zealand Standard NZS 6808: 2010. 

The use of the New Zealand Noise Standard has not proven a satisfactory proxy for 
measuring the impact of noise. In fact its use is a guarantee that the impact of 
turbine noise will cause cruel harm to neighbours. The problems of its use in terms 
of harm are: 

 an impact on a person is absolute and particular to that person; 

 a NIA cannot be determined by reference to a standard; unless that standard has 
been thoroughly proven in all likely situations to guarantee no harm.  It has not 
been proven, and the industry has never undertaken the work to prove so, no 
doubt as it well knows the result. 

Finally the SPPF’s Objectives and Strategies and paragraphs 52.32 and 52.32-5 are 
very clear regarding noise impact assessments as is paragraph 5.1.1 of the 
guidelines. 

Developers and their acoustic experts have taken advantage of the contradictory 
language to create NZ6808 as a proxy for a thorough NIA; thereby avoiding any 
reference to, or examination of, ILFN and its impact inside homes. 

V. Conclusion 
 

NZ 6808:1998 and its 2010 update have failed to protect the health, well being and 
amenity of wind project neighbours as required by the Guidelines, the Health and 
Wellbeing Act and various Human Rights Acts. 
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It is not just about failure it is about cruel and unconscionable damage visited upon 
project neighbours. 
 
Having failed so appallingly there is an urgent need for change. 


